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1.1 Why do we need to register a brand with
Amazon?
For many sellers, their "brand" refers to identifiable markings such as the name and logo printed on the
product or its packaging. Consumers can distinguish the differences of similar products through this marking,
and gradually form a fixed customer base for the brand, thereby maintain the steady growth of sales. And
when you sell products on Amazon, registering the brand on Amazon can also help you further expand your
brand advantage.

Registering your brand with Amazon, or what is commonly known as "brand registration", can help you get
exposure opportunities for brands and products that other sellers don't have, allowing you to enjoy the full
range of brand building and protection tools provided by Amazon.

In general, by registering a brand on Amazon, you can get the following main advantages:
Accurate brand display
On Amazon, your brand will gain greater influence through exposure, and you can also
have greater control over your brand's product information.
Powerful anti-infringement search tool
You can use images, keywords, and other methods to find potential infringements in
different Amazon stores, and report suspicious violations to Amazon through a
simple process.
Actively protect the brand
Amazon's automatic protection feature uses information about your brand to
proactively remove content that is suspected of infringing or content that is
inaccurate. The more information you provide, the more brand registration can help
you protect and enhance your brand experience.
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Specifically, after completing the Amazon brand registration, you can also enjoy many exclusive tools that
will help you stand out in marketing:
Branded

Unbranded

Rich and diverse product display formats

Single form of product display

With brand marketing tools such as A+ pages, brand
flagship stores, product videos, brand promotion,
display promotion, and Amazon live broadcasts
exclusively for brand sellers, you can better display and
promote your products to consumers, and promote
traffic and conversion.

Only use plain text to display products, and there are
fewer marketing and promotion tools that can be used
to educate brand owners.

Comprehensive brand data analysis tool

Basic Seller Central functions

Obtain brand data analysis functions including Amazon
brand analysis reports, brand dashboards, etc., to clearly
understand who your brand's consumers and competitors
are on Amazon, and further adjust marketing plans to help
the brand develop healthy.

Can use a variety of basic operating tools provided by
the Seller Central, but there is no way to use the brand
data analysis tools provided by Amazon.

Can get comprehensive brand protection

Less protective measures

Get stronger brand protection features, such as Project
Zero, to help you prevent counterfeit goods from
infringing on brand sales from the source and create a
comprehensive brand protection cover.

Since there is no locally registered trademark, it is more
difficult for non-brand sellers to obtain protection from
local trademark laws if they encounter counterfeit
goods.

More brand exposure, easy to form memorable purchase

Harder to create memorable goods

When consumers search for products, the brand name
can be displayed in the product name on the search
result page. Helps deepen consumer brand memory
and showcase brand and product characteristics.

Sellers who do not have a brand, in accordance with
Amazon’s policy requirements, are not allowed to add
brand names to their product names at will, so they
cannot highlight their uniqueness in the first place and
form consumer purchase memory.

Facilitate the exposure and sales of other products of
the brand

Difficult to drive the display and sales of
other products

Consumers can directly click on the brand name from the
product details page to learn about the brand and the
series of products under that brand. Sellers can use a single
product to drive the exposure and conversion of other
products under the entire brand.

For sellers who do not have a brand, there is no way to
introduce other product offerings through brand names
as the channels for displaying products are limited,
which may cause them to lose many sales
opportunities.

Because of the many advantages that brand registration can bring, since the launch of Amazon in 2017,
more than 200,000 brands worldwide have registered for brand registration on Amazon, favored by brand
sellers.
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Benefits for new sellers in 2022:
Complete your Amazon brand registration as soon as possible to obtain the brand
owner benefits in the New Seller Starter Pack!
The New Seller Starter Pack is Amazon’s guide for new sellers which includes experiences from successful
sellers and advice on how to get started, plus a bonus fee credit. A fantastic range of benefits to make it
easier for you to start selling. Click here to find out more about the benefits.
The following sites and sellers are eligible:
• Participating sites: USA, Japan, UK, France, Germany, Italy and Spain sites.
• Eligible sellers: Professional Sellers who publish their first ASIN available for purchase on or
after 1 January 2022.
To reap the benefits, the first task is to complete the brand registration!
[Task 1] Exclusive benefits for brand owners: Complete your Amazon brand registration within
6 months of the release of your first available ASIN.
【Benefits 】
• 5% rebate on the first year or first $1,000,000 in branded sales
• Rebates of up to $150,000, with qualifying brands eligible for rebates of up to
US$50,000 at each of the US, European and Japanese sites.
• $200 off Amazon Review Management Tools (Amazon Vine program).
• $100 off Amazon brand protection tools (Transparency program)*. For more
information about Transparency, click here to view "Amazon Brand Protection 1.3
- Transparency: Proactive Counterfeit Follower Protection".

【Task 2】Deliver stock to the Amazon fulfilment centre within 12 months.
【Benefit】Up to $200 off inbound shipping** Automatic enrolment into FBA New Selection Program

【Additional task】Use Amazon Advertising to create an ad campaign with no expiry date for FBA ASINs.
【Benefit】 $200 off Amazon Sponsored Product CPC Ads.***

【Task 3】Use your Amazon vouchers within 12 months.
【Benefit】Up to $200 off inbound shipping** Automatic enrolment into FBA New Selection Program.
* Includes $200 Vine program discount and $100 Transparency program discount.
**Includes $100 off Amazon Partnered Carrier fees or $200 off Amazon cross-border logistics services; sellers can
choose to use an Amazon Partnered Carrier or Amazon cross-border logistics services to ship inventory to an
Amazon fulfilment centre to qualify for the appropriate discount.
*** Sellers who add FBA items to the seller's platform and send them to the warehouse will receive the first $100 off
the advertising fee when they manually set up a campaign with no end date for the new ASIN within 30 days of
receiving the listing; The campaign should be run for at least 30 days to receive the second $100 off.
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Knowing the advantages of brand registration on Amazon, how does brand protection affect sales? How
do Amazon sellers view the impact of brand protection on sales?

Based on brand registration and brand protection tools, brand
owners are free to promote their products. From 2018 to 2020,
the annual revenue has increased by four to five times and
brand protection played a huge part in causing this.
—— Mr. Wu

After joining Amazon in early 2020, I applied for Amazon
Brand Registry while waiting for Trademark approval
(pending trademark) and completed Amazon brand
registration. After the re-opening from lockdown in the
United States, my monthly sales increased 23%, and the
buyer’s repurchase rate is very high with high brand
stickiness. Both sellers and buyers can benefit from brand
registration.
—— Jesse

Products are at the core of a brand, and brand positioning should also be developed around the products
sold. In addition, brand image design is also one of the important steps for brand registration. The brand
image design mainly revolves around the brand name, brand identity (Logo) and brand message (brand
slogan); the development of brand positioning can be carried out through the following process:
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1.2 How to register a brand on Amazon?
1.2.1 Application for overseas trademark
After determining the brand positioning and establishing the basic brand image system, the first step is to
register a trademark.

Trademark registration
When conducting cross-border e-commerce sales, it is necessary to register a trademark in the country of
sale first. Generally speaking, trademark registration is divided into 4 steps:

Note! Since trademark registration requires Amazon brand registration, sellers need to know the following
in advance:

1

Which country or region to apply for a trademark:

• Currently, Amazon brand registration accepts trademarks from the following countries or
regions, including:

• The country and region of the trademark application should correspond to the place of sale so as to
ensure that after the Amazon brand registration, it has the authority to use more comprehensive
brand functions. For example: If you are selling on Amazon America, it is recommended that you use
trademarks with the US Trademark Office to apply.
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2

What kind of trademark to apply for:

Currently Amazon brand registration only accepts "text-based trademarks" or "image-based
trademarks: consists of words, letters or numbers", sellers need to pay special attention to the type of
trademark they apply for when registering a trademark. Click here to view the points to note for
trademark registration in different countries.

Amazon

3

Text-based

Image-based trademarks composed

trademarks

of words, letters or numbers

Trademark status:

The latest process of Amazon brand registration also accepts applications for pending trademarks
(Pending Trademark) to help sellers enjoy brand tools and protection features in advance!
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3

Trademark statuses:

Amazon brand registrations can be obtained
for either the Pending Trademark or the R

Step1

Step2

mark; the acceptable trademark status varies

Step3

from country to country, please refer to the
information below.
Country/
Region

USA

Trademark
office

USPTO

R mark

Pending trademark

• Live
• Registration
• Issued and Active

• Live / Application / Awaiting
Examination
• Live / Application / Under Examination
• Live / Application / Appeal of Refusal
Pending
• Live / Application / Published for
Opposition
• Live / Application / Opposition Pending
• Live / Registration / Published for
Opposition

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Formalized
Searched
Default-searched
Approved
Advertised
Proposed opposition
Opposed
Allowed
Default-allowed
Refused-appeal in progress
Registration pending
Default registration pending

Canada

CIPO

“Registered”
(or “Advertised” but only if
the Category field in the TM
Descriptive Reference section
reads “Prohibited Mark;
Official Mark”)

Mexico

IMPI

Registered

Pending

• Registered
• Registration cancellation
pending
• IR accepted

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Europe
(European
Union)

EUIPO

Application filed
Application awaiting examination
Application under examination
Application Appeal of Refusal Pending
Application published
Application opposed
Registration Pending
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Country/
Region

Trademark
office

R mark

Pending trademark
Examination
Pre-publication
Application Published
Application Received
Opposed

UK IPO

• Registered
• Protected (For WIPO
Trademarks)

•
•
•
•
•

DPMA

• Trade mark registered
• Trade mark registered，
opposition period running
• Protection allotted

Application received

INPI

• Marque
enregistrée (Registered
trademark)
• Marque renouvelée
• Marque renouveléerevendiquée comme
ancientneté par EUTM
(Renewed trademark,
claimed as seniority by
EUTM)
• Renouvellement demandé
(Renewal of trademark
Requested)

Italy

UIBM

• Field Data deposito reads a
date (with dd/mm/yyyy
format) within the last 10
years
• Field Data registrazione
reads a date

• Field Data deposito reads a date (with
dd/mm/yyyy format) within the last 10
years
• Field Data registrazione is blank

Spain

OEPM

En Vigor

En tramitación

• Live-Registration-Issued
and Active
• Live-Registration-Published
for Opposition
• Live-RegistrationOpposition Pending
• Live-RegistrationCancellation/Invalidation
• Pending

• Live-Application-Awaiting Examination
• Live-Application-Under Examination
• Live-Application-Appeal of Refusal
Pending
• Live-Application-Published for
Opposition
• Live-Application-Opposition Pending
• Live-Application-Awaiting Examination
(Formality Examination Unfinished)

UK

Germany

France

Japan

JPO

Enregistrement demandée
Demande publiée
Demande d’enregistrement publiée
Demande d’enregistrement non
publiée
• Demande d’enregistrement irrecevable
•
•
•
•
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4

Where to apply:

You can easily apply through the relevant trademark service provider, or directly search the relevant
trademark registration service provider in the "Applications and Services" menu bar of the Seller
Central > click "Explore Service".

Trademark registration takes time, and the duration is different in different countries,
please prepare in advance!
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1.2.2 Registering your brand on Amazon

The next key step in building your brand and increasing your sales on Amazon is to register your brand
on Amazon, or "brand registration" as it is commonly known.
• How does Amazon brand registration help sales?
After registering your brand on Amazon, you will receive:
• 30+ brand marketing and protection tools
• Accelerated brand growth from five core operational directions
• Multi-dimensional help to launch new products quickly and accelerate sales for new
stores
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• How does the Amazon brand registration process work?
Amazon brand registration is now also possible with a pending trademark (TM mark).
Register your brand on Amazon in just five steps!

1
Go to the Amazon brand
registry website and click
on “Sign in” in the top

2
Sign in with your seller

Enter your

account email and password

brand
information

right hand corner

4

5

Provide sales account

Provide distribution

information

information

GO

3

Done!
Submit
information
for review

Go to the official website and start your brand registration today!

Tip:
Both the R mark and the pending trademark (or TM mark) can be
registered with Amazon.
• If you use the TM mark for Amazon brand registration, there is no additional action required for
the brand to be registered again once the trademark status is changed to R mark.
• The brand registration process and the branding tools available for the R and TM labels are
slightly different. This will be explained in detail later on in the guide.
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• R Mark vs Pending Trademark, what are the similarities and differences in Amazon brand
registration?
• Accepted trademark locales!
Currently, Amazon only accepts trademarks issued by the following countries/regions
and the European Union Government Trademark Office.

Accepted trademark types!
Currently Amazon brand registration only accepts "text-based trademarks" or "imagebased trademarks： consists of words, letters or numbers", sellers need to pay special
attention to the type of trademark they apply for when registering a trademark.
Composed of words, letters or numbers
Text-based trademarks
Image-based trademarks

AMAZON
• The preparation materials for Amazon brand registration!
• Clearly show images of the brand on the product and/or packaging;
• Trademark registration number; if you use a pending trademark,
have the trademark application number ready;
• A list of sample ASINs showing your branded products on Amazon;
•

Branded goods manufacturing and distribution country / region；

• The product category to which the brand belongs (such as apparel,
sporting goods, electronic products, etc.).
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Note
The applicant who submits the brand registration needs to be the brand
owner or owning company. Non-brand parties such as agencies or
distributors are not qualified to submit brand registration for the brand.

• The rights and interests of the brand owners, slightly different!
Using pending trademarks (pending TM) to register can help you Quickly access brandspecific tools. However, there are some limitations on brand building and brand analysis
tools as compared to R Mark sellers, and R Mark Sellers can also enjoy more
comprehensive brand protection functions.
• Brand Equity Comparison Table- 1
Brand rights

Brand building

Sales tools

Pending
trademark

R mark

A+ page

√

√

Management trial

√

√

Upload and manage videos

√

√

Brand flagship store

√

√

Vine

√

√

Virtual bundled goods

√

√

Video ad

√

√

Brand promotion

√

√

Display promotion

√

√
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• Brand Equity Comparison Table- 2
Brand rights

Brand analysis

Sales tools

Pending
trademark

R mark

Amazon brand analysis

√

√

Brand dashboard

√

√

Amazon attribution

√

√

Automatic brand protection

×

√

Reportable
Report infringement
Brand protection

copyright
and patent

√

infringement
Transparency transparent plan

×

√

Project Zero

×

√

Better news!
Use pending trademark (Pending Trademark) after the Amazon brand registration,
if the subsequent trademark status changes to R mark the seller does not need to
do anything, and there is no need to register again.
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• The steps for Amazon brand registration
First, go to the official website of Amazon brand registration and follow the steps below
to register the brand:

Step one: Go to the official website of Amazon brand registration
Click "Login" in the upper right corner and select the corresponding site of the country/region where you
want to register. For example, if you want to register a brand on the US site, select "United States" here.
Click here to start registration.
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Step two: Log in with your seller account

In order to help you quickly obtain the related functions of brand building and protection after registering
with the Amazon brand, please log in with your seller account email and password on the corresponding
Amazon site. If you haven't opened a store yet, it is recommended to apply after opening a store. Note: If
you want to apply for Amazon brand registration in different country sites, you need to log in with the
seller account on the corresponding site.
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Step three: After entering Amazon brand registration, start to register a new brand
After the account is created, you will enter the Amazon brand registration back office. Click "Register new
brand" on the left, and you will see a list of materials that need to be prepared during the registration
process. If ready, click "Register your brand".
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Step four: Provide brand information and apply for Amazon brand registration
In the form below, fill in and submit the brand name, trademark office, trademark number, product and
other information:
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• Trademark status
For the pending trademarks applied for with different trademark offices, the steps here are
slightly different, so please make sure that in the question of "choose a trademark office",
choose the correct one according to your trademark.

• use U.S. trademark for brand registration
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• use Japan/UK/Europe trademark for brand registration
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• Trademark type
If your trademark is an image-based trademark, you also need to upload an image of the trademark.
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• Logo image
The uploaded product image must display brand information on the product or packaging and
the brand logo must be a permanent logo.
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Step five: Provide sales account information
Click to select "Seller", and select "All seller accounts that sell the brand you are applying for":
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• Choose brand type
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Step six: Provide distribution information
Please choose according to the specific situation of your brand:
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Step seven: Submit information, wait for the result
After the above steps are completed, follow the instructions on the page and submit the information
and verification code. After that, wait for the review of the Amazon brand registration. In addition,
please note:
• Please make sure to enter the verification code within 30 days after receiving the verification
code email;
• After submission, please continue to pay attention to email notifications from brand-registrysupport@amazon.com.

Things to Note for Amazon Brand Registration

When registering the Amazon brand and filling in the information, please check the following
carefully to help increase your pass rate:
• Whether the brand already has an R mark or Pending Trademark in the country of application
for registration
• Ensure that the trademark is based on valid words or images.
• You can refer to the official website of the local trademark office to check the validity of the
trademark
• The brand name submitted by Amazon brand registration must be exactly the same as the Mark
Name registered by the local trademark office
• The trademark number submitted for Amazon brand registration must be exactly the same as
the registration information of the local trademark office
• Whether the type of trademark is correctly filed
• Make sure that the trademark image you upload is exactly the same as the record on the official
website of the local trademark office
• Ensure that the trademark contact information is current and valid in all public resources
• Please make sure you enter the verification code within 30 days after receiving the verification code
email
• After submission, please continue to pay attention to email notifications from brand-registrysupport@amazon.com
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1.3 How to authorize other sites and add more
trademarks?
You may enjoy brand building tools (e.g. A+ Content and Stores) across all Amazon Stores with one
registered trademark. However, you are unable to enjoy brand protection (e.g. Automated Brand
Protection and Report a Violation) unless you own the local trademark in the country of sale. Therefore,
Amazon strongly recommends that sellers start to apply for local trademarks as soon as they open their
selling accounts.
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• After the Amazon brand is successfully registered, how do we authorize other sites?
The seller must be the first applicant to register the brand or be assigned the role of the brand
manager in order to authorize the brand to other sites (that is, add new users to the registered
brand). The operation steps are as follows:
1. Log in: https://brandregistry.amazon.com, click "Brand registration customer service staff";

2. Select "Update your brand materials> Update role or add new user to account" and fill in
the required information;

Note:
If you do not see the specific information after
clicking "Update role or add new user to account",
please switch the language in the drop-down list
on the right side of the page to English.
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3. Select the role or roles you want to assign to the newly added user account.
Note:
If you want to update or remove roles, please follow the same steps as above. In the
third step, select "Update" or "Remove" the role and complete other content. Also, the
email address of the new role you want to add must only exist in one seller account. If it
exists in multiple seller accounts at the same time, it may result in failure to add.

You are unable to enjoy brand protection (e.g. Automated
Brand Protection and Report a Violation) unless you own the
local trademark in the country of sale. Therefore, Amazon
strongly recommends sellers start to apply for local trademarks
as soon as they open their selling accounts.
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• After the Amazon brand is successfully registered, how do we add more trademarks?
Due to the business expansion needs of brands, sellers often need to add newly registered
trademarks in the course of business. Sellers who have completed Amazon brand registration do
not need to go through the brand registration process again, but can directly add more
trademarks to their brand. Directly click "Brand registration customer service staff" in the first
step above, select "Provide other trademarks", and fill in the required information:
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I own a US trademark and have completed the brand
registration on Amazon, but I do not have a Japanese
trademark. Can I use the report infringement tool to report
Japanese ASINs?

No, the seller must have a valid local trademark. In other
words, you must have a registered trademark in Japan
before the infringement report submitted can be accepted.

• What impact will Brexit have on brand registration?

Due to changes in the trademark law, from January 1, 2021, EU trademarks will no longer be
valid in the United Kingdom, and brand owners should have separate trademarks in the United
Kingdom and the European Union’s Intellectual Property Office. Therefore, if you operate on
Amazon's UK site and want to enjoy a full range of branding and protection features, you need
to own an UK trademark. For more details on the changes to the IPR rules of the UK Intellectual
Property Office, you can click here and visit the UK government website to learn more.
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1.4 Frequently asked questions on trademark
applications and Amazon brand registration
Should I open a store or register a trademark first if I want
to join Amazon?

Q1

Firstly, it is possible to open a store on Amazon without a trademark!
However, it is advisable to start the trademark application and
Amazon brand registration early in the process and to obtain the TM
mark for the brand registration as soon as possible. The reasons for
this are as follows:

• Accelerate new store sales
You will only be able to use the brand name in a listing if you have
registered your brand, and you will also gain access to brand-building
tools such as graphics, videos and brand flagship stores, which allow
new stores to quickly generate orders.

• Improved management of listings
Brand ownership also allows you to avoid misuse of your brand name
and trademark and to report any infringements you encounter to
Amazon.

• Avoid trademark infringement
Many sellers have already experienced trademark grabbing before.
Taking a “sales first, branding later” approach runs the risk of
discovering that the trademark has already been registered by someone
else when you come to file the application later.
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Is it possible to create a listing without a brand?

Q2

Of course you can! When a seller creates a listing, they will find that
they need to fill in the brand name, at which time they can choose the
appropriate action for them according to the following two scenarios:
• Scenario 1: If there is no brand name for the item you are selling, simply tick the “This product
has no brand name” box.

• Scenario 2: If the item being sold has a brand name, the seller can obtain permission to use
that brand name in two ways:
• Method 1: Make a sales application for a brand name
• Pro: Faster
• Con: The brand name does not enjoy the protection associated with it, and if you
encounter misuse of the brand name by others, you cannot report it to Amazon,
and you run the same risk of trademark grabbing.
• Note: When filing a sales application for a brand name, it is recommended that
the brand name you apply for is the same as the brand name you will later
register with Amazon, otherwise you will need to go through the complicated
process of changing the listing brand name.
• Method 2: Register the brand you’re using with Amazon
• Pro: Complete brand registration and enjoy comprehensive brand protection and
branding tools to better protect your listings against fraud.
• Con: If you do not currently have a trademark, it will take longer to apply for one.
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How long does it take to file a trademark application? I

Q3

heard Amazon brand registration takes 10 months to 1 year!

After filing a trademark application, it usually takes only 1-2 months to
obtain the pending trademark (or TM mark) and you can start
registering your Amazon brand immediately. The length of time it
takes to file a trademark application varies from country to country
and sellers are advised to prepare early.

Where do I need to apply for a trademark?

Q4

Can I use my Singapore trademark straight away?
Do I need to have a Singapore trademark first?

The Amazon brand registry currently accepts trademarks issued
by the following countries/regions:
USA, Brazil, Canada, Mexico, Australia, India, Japan, France,
Germany, Italy, Turkey, Singapore, Spain, the Netherlands, Saudi
Arabia, UK, Egypt, Sweden, Poland, EU and UAE.
Singapore trademarks are temporarily unavailable for Amazon
brand registration; overseas trademark applications are not
required to have a Singapore trademark first.

Where do I apply for a trademark?

Q5

Can Amazon help me apply? Is there a fee?

Click here to view the service providers in Amazon IP Accelerator.
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Q6

I am opening stores on multiple sites at the same time –
do I need to apply for a local trademark for each site?

It is possible to apply for a trademark and use it across multiple
Amazon stores across different countries. However, you are unable
to enjoy brand protection unless you own the local trademark in
the country of sale.
Pros:
• Get access to branding tools (A+ pages, Vine review tools,
branded ads, branded flagship stores) for multiple sites for a
short period of time. Apply for access to the branding tools after
authorizing your Amazon brand registration.
Cons:
• No brand name protection on sites without a trademark, brand
name still at risk of trademark grabbing in those
countries/regions.

Who can complete Amazon brand registration?

Q7

Both brand owners and people working for the brand can register
their brands with Amazon:
• The brand owner, i.e. the owner of this brand/product
• Generally, if the brand belongs to a company and you are an
employee of that company, you are considered a brand insider.
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After understanding how to start the Amazon brand registration, please refer to the table below to
carefully check whether your trademark meets the Amazon brand registration requirements of the site
where the country of sale is located. Start Amazon brand registration as soon as possible!
Country /
region

U.S

Canada

Mexico

Brazil

Specific eligibility requirements

• Trademark Organization: United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
• law: The trademark must be issued for the current valid registration and be registered in
the main registry
• Text-based trademarks: 1-Typeset text/letters/numbers 4-Standard character
trademark
• Image-based trademarks: 3-Schematic drawing containing text, letters/numbers
5-Stylized words, letters or numbers

•
•
•
•

Trademark Organization: Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO)
law: Trademark must be registered
Text-based trademarks: Wordmark
Image-based trademarks: Design trademark

•
•
•
•

Trademark Organization: Marcas Instituto Mexicano de Propiedad Industrial (IMPI)
law: Trademark must be registered
Text-based trademarks: Nominativa
Image-based trademarks: Mixta; Nominativa + Innominada o Diseño; Innominada o
Diseño

•
•
•
•

Trademark Organization: Instituto Nacional da Propriedade Industrial (INPI)
law: Trademark must be registered
Text-based trademarks: Nominativa
Image-based trademarks: Mista contendo elementos nominativos
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Country /
region

Specific eligibility requirements

Germany

• Trademark Organization: European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO);
Deutsches Patent und Markenamt (DPMA)
• Law: Trademark must be registered
• Text-based trademarks: Word mark (EUIPO); Wortmarke (DPMA)
• Image-based trademarks: Graphic mark; Graphic mark containing text elements
(EUIPO); Wort-Bildmarke (DPMA)

France

• Trademark Organization: European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO);
Institut national de la propriété industrielle (INPI)
• Law: Trademark must be registered
• Text-based trademarks: Word mark (EUIPO); Marque verbale (INPI)
• Image-based trademarks: Graphic trademark; graphic trademark containing text
elements (EUIPO); Marque figurative (INPI)

Italy

• Trademark Organization: European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO); Ufficio
Italiano Brevetti e Marchi (UIBM)
• Law: Trademark must be registered
• Text-based trademarks: Word mark (EUIPO); Marchio verbali (UIBM)
• Image-based trademarks: Graphic trademarks; graphic trademarks containing text
elements (EUIPO); Marchio figurativi (UIBM); Marchio figurativi a colori (UIBM)

Spain

• Trademark Organization: European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO);
Oficina Española de Patentes y Marcas (OEPM)
• Law: Trademark must be registered
• Text-based trademarks: Word mark (EUIPO); Marca denominative (OEPM)
• Image-based trademarks: Graphic mark; Graphic mark containing text elements
(EUIPO); Mixta-Denominativo con gráfico (OEPM)
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Country /
region

United
Arab
Emirates

specific eligibility requirements

• Trademark Organization: Trademark Department, Ministry of Economy, United Arab
Emirates
• Law: The trademark must be issued for the current valid registration and be registered
in the main registry
• Text-based trademarks: Wordmark
• Image-based trademarks: Design mark; design mark containing text elements; stylized
word mark
Note： Amazon currently only accepts United Arab Emirates trademarks in which the text
in the trademark is expressed in standard English characters

•
•
•
•

Trademark Organization: Japan Patent Office
Law: Trademark must be registered
Text-based trademarks: Word mark (word mark)
Image-based trademarks: Graphic trademarks containing text elements; stylized
characters/combinations (combined with trademarks)

India

•
•
•
•

Trademark Organization: Indian Patent, Designs and Trademark Office
Law: Trademark must be registered
Text-based trademarks: Wordmark
Image-based trademarks: Pattern/combination

Australia

•
•
•
•

Trademark Organization: Intellectual Property Australia
Law: Trademark must be registered
Text-based trademarks: Wordmark
Image-based trademarks: Pattern; text; decorative pattern

Turkey

•
•
•
•

Trademark Organization: Turkish Patent Office
Law: Trademark must be registered
Text-based trademarks: Wordmark
Image-based trademarks: Pattern/combination

Japan
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Country /
region

UK

specific eligibility requirements

• Trademark Organization: European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO);
United Kingdom Intellectual Property Office (UKIPO)
• law: Trademark must be registered
• Text-based trademarks: Wordmark
• Image-based trademarks: Graphical trademark (EUIPO); Graphical trademark
containing text elements (EUIPO); Graphical trademark (UKIPO)

Kingdom of
Saudi
Arabia

•
•
•
•

Trademark Organization: Saudi Intellectual Property Office
law: Trademark must be registered
Text-based trademarks: Wordmark
Image-based trademarks: Design trademark, Text-based trademarks

Netherlands

•
•
•
•

Trademark Organization: BOIP-Benelux Organization for Intellectual Property
law: Trademark must be registered
Text-based trademarks: Wordmark
Image-based trademarks: Design trademark

Sweden

•
•
•
•

Trademark Organization: Swedish Patent and Registration Office-PRV
law: Trademark must be registered
Text-based trademarks: Wordmark
Image-based trademarks: Graphic trademark

Singapore

•
•
•
•

Trademark Organization: Intellectual Property Office of Singapore
law: Trademark must be registered
Text-based trademarks: Wordmark
Image-based trademarks: Design trademark

The above is the relevant content of Amazon brand registration. We hope that the content of this learning
material can help you gain consumer awareness by building a brand, thereby winning repeat customers
and boosting sales growth.
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